
Dear Harvest  Partner ,
The events are calling time for the soon return of our Lord and Savior Jesus! A once in a lifetime eclipse on August 21,

2017 occurred and exactly four days later Hurricane Harvey devastated Houston, TX and on Sept. 9th Hurricane Irma
struck Florida. It had the most fierce winds of 185 mph, the strongest recorded in our history, devastating the entire state of
Florida. Just prior to this on Sept. 7 an 8.2 earthquake hit in Mexico, the strongest in a century. Shortly after on Sept. 19 a
massive 7.1 earthquake hit Mexico City killing hundreds. – We should not forget all of our brothers and sisters who were
caught in these storms of epic proportion. They need our prayers now more than ever. As I am writing this letter
Hurricane Jose is passing along our east coast, while another Hurricane Maria, a category 5, is headed in the same
direction. Events are happening so fast. Daniel 12:1, “and there shall be a time of trouble such as never was since there
was a nation.” – And now a special quote from Neal Frisby’s library.

“Now the Bible predicted and prophesied the exact very things that are occurring in our time. Also some of the
prophetic Scrolls that I’ve written give us foresight of the future! The news reveals the rate of inflation continues to be very
high, thus making it hard to turn to any sound economics. Also, the news estimates to run our economy in the future will
take trillions of dollars instead of billions to cover the budget and the government debt. A Congressional leader said that if
the government continues what it has been doing that it and its currency will self-destruct the economy. The nations are
going to get into so much economic turmoil, they will gladly yield to the anti-Christ world government. – Evil systems
produced the systems that we’re in today and inflation and recession, they produce this. The Bible says these problems
would arise and out of chaos would go into one world system (Luke 21:25 and Rev. 13). But while the world is in the
midst of all this confusion, trouble and perplexity, God will protect and unite His Elect!

FIVE SECONDS TO CHAOS – Let’s project the frightening possibilities. (Editors note: Remember at the end of our age
the total population of the United States will be about 330 million people!)  1. It would mean that in ONE SECOND the anti
-Christ could identify every person in the United States.  2. It would mean that in ONE more SECOND he could identify
those who are Christians.  3. It would mean that in the third SECOND he could identify what street you live on.  4. It
would mean that in the fourth SECOND he could identify how many are in your family.  5. It would mean that in the fifth
SECOND he could program ALL the computers in your local supermarkets, department stores and banks to indicate that
you are forbidden to make any transactions… FORBIDDEN TO BUY OR SELL! Commercial Babylon will have complete
economic control. The electronic beast rides on to doom (Rev. 6:8) as his followers are burnt with fire! … (Note:  The anti-
Christ by using the god of electronics in combination with other magnetic inventions will control the population!  In fact
the machines that men invent will finally control them in a society of illusion!)… Our age is now blending into the final
age!  We are in the twilight time!  It is later than most think. Pray!

Daniel said, “there is a God in heaven that revealeth the deep and secret things! He also reveals the deep things of faith!”
Heb. 11:1, speaking of the evidence. “It means faith declares it a reality before seeing it! Faith occupies in the place of what
you ask for until it actually appears or is manifested!” Faith is the evidence already in you – (consolidated trust) – a
determination in the soul! The very answer before sight! Faith is the main line wherein God answers back! – Matt. 7:8, “For
every one that asketh, receiveth!” But they must believe this! For as the rest of the verse bares out one must hold to it with
absolute determination. – You will not only find, but your doors will be opened to all God’s treasures! And the invisible
will become visible!

“By faith even the harlot Rahab perished not because she acted and received God’s Word!” (Heb. 11:31) Verse 5, “By
faith Enoch was translated! For he was an example unto us. And at the end of the age we are moving into a new dimension
of faith that change and translate us!” – Ones faith can be unlimited. Jesus said, “all things are possible to him that
believeth!”

“The believer can do all things through Christ!” (Phil. 4:13) – David said, “He delivereth me from ‘all’ my fears!” – “And
ye shall dwell safely in quietness!” (Prov. 1:33) – “And who forgiveth all iniquities and healeth all thy diseases!” (Ps.
103:3) – Verse 2, do not forget ALL of His benefits! Jesus loves you!  So by faith you accept it as yours, until it is manifested!
“Marvelous and wonderful things are ahead for His elect that believe in His promises!” – “His compassions fail not, they
are new every morning! Great is thy faithfulness!” (Lam. 3:22-23) End quote.

This month I am offering a book called “Elijah” Part 1 and a DVD, “The Sheep and the Coin Parable.” – UPDATE: We
are sending our representative back to Africa to distribute all of Brother Frisby’s material and your help in finishing this
project is greatly needed for I know the Lord will bless you and guide you in this troublesome time we are in, with His
great wisdom.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “The Sheep and the Coin Parable”
“Word In Glorious Light” Also available: “The Future Fantasy World”
“Angel of Light”                                                                                ($20.00 donation)
“The Proper Way”


